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KUWAIT: In continuation of the its ongoing digital
change efforts to efficiently attain digital transformation,
demonstrate flexibility and efficiency, and after witness-
ing exquisite results triggered by its collaboration with
the Public Authority for Civil Information (PACI),
Ooredoo Telecom, the first to introduce innovative digi-
tal services in Kuwait, is now the first telecom operator
in the country and region to offer customers the ability
to conduct a complete purchasing process of a new
eSIM online and without any physical interaction or sig-
nature utilizing “Kuwait Mobile ID”, a mobile applica-
tion provided by the Public Authority for Civil
Information (PACI) that provides users with a digital
civil ID accredited for identification and digital signa-
ture for both government and private sector. 

Ooredoo customers can now purchase and sub-
scribe to a new eSIM prepaid or postpaid plan, or
transfer from the traditional SIM to an eSIM utilizing
the “Kuwait Mobile ID” and My Ooredoo applications. 

Today, the availability of digital solutions and servic-
es has become a necessity in order for companies to

improve the customer
experience and increase
productivity. Hence, since
the emergence of COVID-
19 pandemic; flexibility,
mobility and digitization
have been key factors for
business continuity and
customer satisfaction.
Thus, Ooredoo Kuwait has
overcame itself once again
in taking major steps in
deploying the most effi-

cient features and tech-
nologies that not only improve the customer experience,
but also enhance the country’s economy and digital
infrastructure that go in line with the Kuwait vision
2035 “New Kuwait”.

The eSIM (Embedded SIM) is the equivalent of a
digital or electronic version of the traditional SIM,
which gives customers the opportunity to store multiple

SIMs in the smartphone and is activated by scanning
the QR code from the phone’s camera. Note that the
eSIM is built into the phone and cannot be removed,
and it only works with devices that support it.

Customers can activate the eSIM with simple easy
steps: visit Ooredoo eShop, select the phone number,
package and commitment, enter your civil ID number
and verify it through the “Kuwait Mobile ID” app,
choose the payment method and use the camera to scan
the QR and follow the instructions on your screen.

Abdulaziz Al-Babtain, Chief Executive Officer,
Ooredoo Kuwait, expressed his pride in this remarkable
achievement and said: “This is only the tip of the ice-
berg; our long-term vision still holds unique plans that
will continue sitting us apart from the competition game.
The objective is building drivers of continues and sus-
tainable change that will drastically enrich our cus-
tomers’ experience”. 

“It goes without saying that the customer comes
first, thus, simplifying the process was critical, so we
have used simpler language in notifications and texts,

we have also reduced the information required to fill out
the form, however, our collaboration with the Public
Authority for Civil Information enables us to extract the
needed information directly from their database, which
raises the level of security, as the service is designed
according to the highest international security stan-
dards,” Al-Babtain added.

“I take pride of all the experts of Ooredoo Kuwait,
who have worked efficiently and effectively to make this
vision become reality, which in result gave us the honor
of being the first telecom operator in the country and
region to offer this feature. I look forward to hit more
milestones and raise the bar of competition in the
future,” Al-Babtain concluded.

It is noteworthy that early in 2021, Ooredoo, has offi-
cially announced the adaptation and utilization of
“Kuwait Mobile ID” for secure authentication of identi-
ties at any of its branches, sales channels, online or
through the My Ooredoo application. Such collabora-
tion positioned Ooredoo Kuwait as the first telecom
company in the country to adapt this application. 

A first in the region, Ooredoo rolls
out eSIM online purchasing process

Facility introduced in partnership with PACI and through ‘Kuwait Mobile ID’ app

Abdulaziz Al-Babtain

KUWAIT: In another achievement added to its
track record and list of awards it received, Kuwait
Finance House (KFH) won four awards at the thir-
teenth edition of the EMEA Finance Middle East
Banking Awards 2021. KFH was named the ‘Best
Bank in Kuwait’, the ‘Best Islamic Bank in the
Middle East’ and the ‘Best Islamic Bank in Kuwait’.
In addition, KFH- Bahrain won the “Best Islamic
Bank in Bahrain” Award.

Regarded as one of the most prestigious Middle
East banking awards, the EMEA Finance Awards
aim to honor banking institutions for their financial
performance, services quality standards and bank-
ing sector excellence. The illustrious finance maga-
zine awards are based on robust criteria in selecting
the best banks, such as the bank’s market share, its
products market growth, profitability, products and
services innovations as well as the strategic quality
of its operations.

The awards demonstrate the efficiency and
excellence of KFH in offering high-quality innova-
tive products through its advanced infrastructure
despite the challenges in 2020. Coinciding with
COVID-19, the awards reflect the importance of
KFH’s digital transformation strategy that empha-
sized the prudent management and proactive
approach of the bank in adopting technology and
innovation and focusing on reinforcing customer
experience by delivering the most advanced bank-
ing solutions.  

The digital services offered by KFH witnessed big
boom through launching a series of innovative digital
banking solutions thanks to the continuous improve-
ment in products and services offered by the bank
and its keenness to keep up with innovations and
developments in the global banking sector and to
boost the banking industry in Kuwait. These solutions
include, for example and not limited to, “opening
bank account online” service for citizens and resi-

dents, digital signature service in personal financing
products that includes the electronic handling of all
paper documents for personal finance transactions
and the electronic forms system that  converts tradi-
tional banking forms into secure electronic ones. In
addition, KFH was the first bank in the world to
launch the service of instant card issuance without a
prior request through over 100 ATMs. 

In addition to its high reputation in offering inno-
vative banking solutions, KFH employs all its capa-
bilities and profound banking experience in provid-
ing the best banking services, complementing its
leading role in supporting the economy and enhanc-
ing the vital role of the Kuwaiti banking sector as
well as improving customers experience, making life
easier for them by sparing them the necessity of
visiting a branch and implementing fast and secure
means to achieve their aspirations and enrich their
life style.”

As part of its developmental role, KFH focuses on
supporting the financial inclusion that plays key fac-
tor in achieving the sustainable development goals
through providing comprehensive series of prod-
ucts and services that suit all categories of cus-
tomers based on the easiest innovative procedures
to enable them to manage their money and savings
in a secure and safe manner.

Thanks to the efforts it exerts to keep up with
the latest developments in FinTech and digitization
by using AI, KFH has achieved significant and well-
deserved leaps in the digital banking services that
would enable the bank to experience the digital
banking future, maintain its leading position in digi-
tal solutions and deliver exclusive and developed
service offerings that meet customer aspirations.  

It is worth noting that the British financial maga-
zine, EMEA Finance, covers dynamic financial mar-
kets in Europe, Middle East and Africa using spe-
cialized analysis made by team of experts.

KFH wins ‘Best Bank in Kuwait’, 
‘Best Islamic Bank in Middle East’

UK strikes post-Brexit 
trade deal with 3
European countries
LONDON: Britain announced Friday a free-trade
agreement with three European countries-major fishing
neighbor Norway as well as Iceland and Liechtenstein-
in its latest move to boost trade ties post-Brexit.

The deal, agreed in principle and which builds on “an
economic relationship already worth £21.6 billion ($30
billion, 25 billion euros)”, will slash tariffs on British food
products, International Trade Secretary Liz Truss said.
Britain formally left the European Union in January 2020
after nearly five decades of membership, and quit its sin-
gle market and customs union at the start of this year.

Since then, Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s govern-
ment has replicated or rolled over existing trade agree-
ments with the bloc and several countries, vowing that
they will be more advantageous than those negotiated
by the EU. London is currently in advanced trade deal
discussions with Australia and has held early talks with
India, New Zealand and the United States.

Talks are also due to begin soon with Canada and
Mexico. Trade between non-EU member Norway and
Britain, separated by the North Sea and key fishing
spots, amounted to £20.4 billion last year. Access to
Britain’s rich fishing waters was a major sticking point in
post-Brexit talks with the EU. “Reduced import tariffs on
shrimps, prawns and haddock will reduce costs for UK
fish processing, helping support some 18,000 jobs in
that industry in Scotland” and northern England, said
Friday’s statement.

The agreement also “significantly cuts tariffs as high
as 277 percent” for exports of some British cheeses to
Norway. “There are also tariff reductions and quotas on
pork, poultry and other goods. UK wines and spirits
including Scotch Whisky will also now be recognized in
Norway and Iceland,” the statement added. Exports to
the three non-EU countries will meanwhile be done
without the need for any paperwork.

“All documents, contracts and signatures can be elec-
tronic, allowing goods to move seamlessly across bor-
ders and saving businesses time and money,” the state-
ment said. Norway meanwhile stressed that the deal
would not lead to an increased quotas for British beef
and cheeses, reassuring the country’s farmers as the
center-right government trails in the polls ahead of leg-
islative elections in September.

Britain is Norway’s biggest trading partner after the
EU, accounting for 22 percent of its exports, including
natural gas and fish.  Friday’s agreement also calls for
caps on the charges mobile operators are allowed to
charge each other for international mobile roaming, and
mutual recognition of professional qualifications, such as
nurses, lawyers and vets.

Second-best option 
Prior to Brexit, Britain, Norway, Iceland and

Liechtenstein had signed a temporary agreement
enabling them to continue to trade goods freely pending
a broader, permanent agreement. Speaking to reporters
in Oslo, Norwegian Prime Minister Erna Solberg hailed
the new deal as “the biggest free trade agreement we’ve
ever had.” Solberg-a pro-European in a country that has
twice rejected EU membership-noted nonetheless that
“a free trade agreement will never be as good as the
European Economic Area.” 

With Brexit, Britain also quit the EEA, which allows
for the free movement of people, goods, services and
capital between the EU, Norway, Iceland and
Liechtenstein. “A free trade agreement means more
bureaucracy and added costs for businesses and citi-
zens, and is less dynamic than what we have in the EEA,”
Solberg said. “The agreement doesn’t eliminate all the
obstacles to trade either. Some are not resolved,” she
added. The agreement must still be approved by the
Norwegian parliament, where Solberg’s government is in
the minority. —AFP

OSLO: (Left to right) Norway’s Minister of Fisheries and Seafood
Odd Emil Ingebrigtsen, Minister of Trade and Industry Iselin
Nybo, Prime Minister Erna Solberg and Minister of Agriculture
and Food Olaug Bollestad address a press conference on the
status of free trade negotiations with the United Kingdom,
Friday. — AFP

Irish economy grows 
7.8%, buoyed by 
multinationals
DUBLIN: Ireland’s economy grew by nearly 8 percent in
the first quarter of 2021, the country’s statistics office said
Friday, as multinational firms’ revenues helped it continue
to buck neighbors’ pandemic downturns. Figures
released by the Central Statistics Office showed gross
domestic product (GDP) grew by 7.8 percent during the
January through March period-an increase of 97.4 billion
euros ($118 billion).

The surge was fuelled by a robust 5.8 percent growth
in exports over the period, despite Ireland being gripped
by a coronavirus lockdown at the time. Many multina-
tional firms, particularly US technology and pharmaceuti-
cal outfits, have established bases in Ireland to capitalize
on its attractively low corporation tax regime. However,
their figures have a warping effect on the economic sta-
tistics of Ireland-a nation of just five million people-and
the finance ministry consistently notes GDP is not an
accurate yardstick of growth. Ireland made headlines in
March when it registered a GDP jump of 3.4 percent in

2020 thanks to the multinationals, defying the global
downturn caused by the pandemic.

The CSO figures released Friday also showed Ireland
was operating a trade surplus of more than 1.3 billion
euros for goods with Britain in the first quarter of 2021.
However merchandise imports from the UK dropped by
1.9 billion euros year-on-year, as Ireland’s domestic
economy was slowed by pandemic restrictions and new
post-Brexit checks came into effect.

Finance minister Paschal Donohoe said the GDP
growth revealed Friday was “exceptionally strong”. “This
was driven by a relatively small number of sectors with, in
some cases, the increased activity generating limited
domestic employment,” he added in a statement. The
finance ministry said much of the growth was driven by
“contract manufacturing”.

In this process, an overseas firm manufactures goods
for an Irish incorporated company. When they are
exported to a third nation they count as an Irish export
despite having never been in the country. Donohoe said
Ireland’s vaccination program and people’s efforts during
lockdowns had allowed the government to lift gradually
many restrictions, which has already “supported econom-
ic recovery in the second quarter”. The non-essential
retail sector opened in mid-May after a four and a half
month hiatus, while the hospitality sector is due to restart
trading outdoors on Monday. Around 5,000 people have
died from coronavirus in Ireland. — AFP

Twitter restricted 
in Nigeria after 
government decree
ABUJA: Telecoms operators in Nigeria restricted
Twitter yesterday, a day after the government
announced its indefinite suspension for activities
“capable of undermining Nigeria’s corporate exis-
tence”. International human rights groups have already
condemned the move.

The suspension in Africa’s most populous country
came two days after the social media giant deleted a
tweet from President Muhammadu Buhari’s account for
violating its rules. “The Federal Government has sus-
pended, indefinitely, the operations of the microblog-
ging and social networking service, Twitter, in Nigeria,”
ministry of information and culture spokesman Segun
Adeyemi said in a statement on Friday.

The Association of Licensed Telecoms Operators of
Nigeria (ALTON) confirmed its members had received
formal instructions from the Nigerian Communications
Commission (NCC), the industry regulator to suspend
access to Twitter. It said in a statement that a robust
assessment of the request had been made and that
members had “acted in compliance”. 

“Network data show that access to the Twitter
platform and backend servers is now restricted on
leading networks MTN, Globacom, Airtel and
9mobile,” the London-based internet monitor
Netblocks wrote on its website yesterday.

‘Repressive action’ 
Amnesty International on Friday condemned the

moved, calling on Nigeria to “immediately reverse
the unlawful suspension”. “This repressive action is a
clear attempt to censor dissent & stifle the civic
space,” Human Rights Watch researcher Anietie
Ewang said.

Twitter said that the move was “deeply concern-
ing”.  “We’re investigating and will provide updates
when we know more,” the company said in a state-
ment. Nigeria in 2019 had announced it would tighten
regulations on social media to fight fake news and dis-
information, sparking concerns over freedom of
expression.

Twitter on Wednesday deleted a remark on the
president’s account after he referred to the country’s
civil war in a warning about recent unrest in the south-
east. The 78-year-old president, a former general,
referred to “those misbehaving” in recent violence in
the southeast, where officials blame separatists for
attacks on police and election offices. “Those of us in
the fields for 30 months, who went through the war,
will treat them in the language they understand,” the
president had posted on Twitter.

Reacting to the government’s decision to suspend
the platform, the UK’s deputy high commissioner in
Nigeria Gill Atkinson said “any action taken by gov-
ernment must be measured, proportionate and not
suppress basic freedoms.” Several countries including
China and Turkey have come under fire for putting
restrictions on social media platforms such as Twitter.

In February Twitter condemned Myanmar for
blocking access to its platform as part of a crackdown
on social media, days after a coup that saw Aung San
Suu Kyi and other civilian leaders jailed. — AFP

DUBLIN: The sun sets behind the Burbo Bank Offshore Wind Farm in Liverpool Bay in the Irish Sea in north west England.
Ireland’s economy grew by nearly 8 percent in the first quarter of 2021, the country’s statistics office said Friday. — AFP


